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 Modern Asian Studies, 8, I (I974), pp. I-58 Printed in Great Britain.

 The Satirical Verse of Akbar

 Ilahabadl (1846-1921)

 RALPH RUSSELL and KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 AKBAR Ilah-ab-adl-Akbar of Allahabad has been the victim of
 much injustice at the hands of scholars, both in the West and in
 the Inclo-Pakistan subcontinent that was his homeland.l The reason is
 a simple one. Akbar's fame is based and quite properly based upon
 his humorous verse; and scholars tend to be rather solemn people who
 may enjoy reading humorous verse in the brief periods of recreation
 which they allow themselves, but to whom the thought simply does not
 occur that a man may express in humorous verse ideas just as significant,
 and basically just as serious, as, let us say, a man who writes a vol-
 uminous commentary on holy writ. Akbar was such a poet. Indeed in
 one of his verses he tells us as much 2

 ;,s{g<w X,,+6tySI$,Lo JS U26;<>22/ a022t

 which may be translated:

 It was the winter: icy winds were blowing cold;
 My meaning's beauty wrapped itself in humour's cloak.

 Ralph Russell and Khurshidul Islam have worked together in the way described in
 the author's Preface to Three Maghal Poets (Harvard University Press, I 968, and Allen
 & Unwin, London, I969). Khurshidul Islam read the whole of the four volumes of
 Akbar's Kulliyat, and made a comprehensive selection, which they then studied and
 discussed together. The English text of the article is Ralph Russell's and is an ex-
 panded version of a lecture which he gave at the Oriental Centre, Institute of Contem-
 porary Arts, London, on 30 iNovember I97I; but it represents the views of both the
 authors.

 t A full study of Akbar is long overdue, and a good deal of material for such a study
 is available in the various collections of his letters and the reminiscences of him by,
 among others, 'Abdul Majid Daryabadi, Khwaja tIasan Nizami, Talib Ilahabadi,
 and Qamar ud Din Ahmad. The present article deals only with his topical verse, and
 excludes the bulk of his ghazal poetry; this too would repay serious study. Akbar,
 like his older contemporary EIali, is one of those poets whose achievement in the
 ghazal has been overshadowed by the greater popularity of their other verse.

 2 KaSliyat, Part I1I, no. I064. The editing of the Kalliyat leaves much to be desired.
 Some attempt at dating has been made in Part I, but only within very broad limits.
 In general, all four parts seem to include verse of all periods, Parts II and III being,
 in effect, substantial supplements to Part I, presenting verse that had been missed

 I
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 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM 2

 It follows that Akbar deserves much more serious attention than he has

 hitherto been accorded.

 In order that Alibar may be adequately u-nderstood it is first necessary

 to outline the historical experience of the Muslims in India, experience

 to which Akbar and his generation were heir.

 The Muslim impact on India dates from about A.D. I 200-or

 rather, to be more accurate, it is from about that date that Muslim

 influence began to be continuously exerted, for cerlturies together, upon

 India as a whole. For the greater part of five centuries from that date

 Muslim dynasties dominated the North of the subcontinent, extended

 into the central plateau, and, on occasion, penetrated far into the

 South. The period of their greatest glory is, by general consent, the

 one hundred and fifty years which span the reigns of the last five

 Mughal emperors, from Akbar (the namesake of our poet), who came to

 the throne in I556, to Aurangzeb, who died in I707. Muslims were

 throughout this period, as they have always been, only a minority of

 the subcontinent's population a large and powerful minority, but a

 minority nevertheless. They were always aware of their minority posi-

 tion and, in that awareness, all the more proud of the fact that they,

 the Muslim minority, dominated the course of Indian history. The

 Muslim community felt itself to be the elite of the Indian population,

 ruling the land by virtue of the special qualities which God in his

 special grace had bestowed upon them, and thus vindicating their

 claims for the superiority of Islam.

 It is not difficult to envisage, then, the heart-searchings that began in

 the Muslim community when after Aurangzeb's death the Mughal

 Empire went into a period of precipitate, catastrophic decline. There is

 no need to trace the course of that decline even in general outline.

 Percival Spear, in a much quoted passage, has described the changes

 that it brought to Delhi, the imperial capital. He writes:

 Two hundred years ago Delhi had been a great and imperial city for a
 century, with anything between one and two million inhabitants. It was the
 largest and most renowned city, not only of India, but of all the East from
 Constantinople to Canton. Its court was brilliant, its mosques and colleges
 numerous, and its literary and artistic fame as high as its political renown.

 when Part I was compiled. Part IV, however, seems to comprise mainly the verse
 of Akbar's last years. It is possible that some of the verses included were not published
 during his life-time, but, if so, this is not indicated. The footnotes are quite often in-
 correct. In Parts I and III, the poems are numbered: in Parts II and IV they are
 not. References are given thus: II, 54, 3 means Part II, page 54, line 3, and references
 to Part IV are given in the same way. But I, 70, 4 means Part I, number 70 (not
 page 70) line 4; and similarly with Part III.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  3

 Within fifty years its provinces vanished, its wealth was plundered, its
 Emperor was blinded, and the city shrank to be a-provincial capital of less
 than two hundred thousand people.3

 The same period saw the emergence of the British as the force that

 was to oust the Muslims for ever from dominance in the subcontinent.

 The Muslims did not know that at the time. It was perhaps not until the

 end of the eighteenth century that it became clear to them that the

 British were not just another one of the many forces that contended for

 power among the ruins of the Mughal Empire, but the enemy, the power

 destined to seize and to subjugate, more thoroughly than any previous

 power, the whole of the subcontinent.

 Up to that time the Muslims had been acutely aware of their decline,

 and had given much thought to the causes of it. But such conclusions as

 they had reached had not developed a very sharp anti-British edge. All

 trends looked back to the past for inspiration. Some sought to revive the

 policies of Akbar's day-the period when, amongst other things, great

 efforts were made by the predominantly Muslim ruling elite to diminish

 hostility and cultivate positive harmony between the Muslims and the

 great Hindu majority of the Empire's subjects. Others, more explicitly

 religious in their outlook, and continuing a trend already well in

 evidence in Akbar's own time, explained the decline as the end result

 of a long lapse from the true, strict principles of Islam, in which the

 pernicious influence of the Hindu environment had played a major

 part. On the political plane, many of those who reasoned in this way

 looked for help in restoring the true Islam) and the political domirlance

 that should go with it, to the Afghan king Shah Abdall, who, over a

 period of about twenty years in the middle of the eighteenth century

 repeatedly invaded India and dictated the policies of what was left of

 the Empire.

 As the nineteenth century began, and the British emerged as the one

 serious contender for all-India dominance, Muslim thought developed

 the sharp anti-British edge that it had hitherto lacked. If !\{uslim ascend-

 ancy was to be restored, it was above all the power of the British that

 had to be destroyed. Anti-British feeling grew rapidly, and reached its

 culminating point in the great revolt of I857. The revolt was sparked

 off by a mutiny of the sepoys i.e. of the Indian soldiers serving in the

 armies of the British East India Company and quickly involved other

 sections of the population, especially in Delhi and what is now the state

 of U.P.-Uttar Pradesh-the traditional centres of strength of the old

 Muslim ruling elite. Its initial successes did not last longer than a few

 3 Percival Spear, Ewilight of the AIaghals, Cambridge University Press, I95I, p. I.
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 4  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 months, but the rebel forces held Delhi from May to September,

 and the Mughal Emperor, hitherto for many years a mere pensioner of

 the British, was compelled to put himself at its head. And though the

 British re-took Delhi in September I857, and increasingly re-established

 their control during I858, it was not until I859 that the revolt could

 be regarded as finally crushed.

 The role of the traditional Muslim elite in this struggle was not

 as simple as the modern description of it as 'the War of Independence'

 might suggest. SoIne sections of them were, unlike most of their fellow-

 Muslims, admirers of the British, and supported them throughout.

 Much larger numbers did not indeed admire the British, but they were

 well enough aware of their strength to consider revolt against them

 doomed to failure; and these did their best to keep clear, taking sides

 only if and when pressure of circumstances made it almost impossible

 to do otherwise. And only a few wholeheartedly identified themselves

 with the revolt. Moreover the struggle was not a national struggle in

 the sense which modern European history, and contemporary Asian,

 African and Latin American history, have given to the words not, in

 other words, a struggle in which a new, coherent, almost mystic sense

 of a common nationality welded and inspired the forces of revolt,

 and those who opposed it were regarded as traitors to their people.

 One can speculate (if one likes speculating) on what would in fact

 have happened had the revolt succeeded, but there is no doubt that it

 consciously aimed at the restoration of the old Mughal Empire, that is,

 of a feudal type of society ruled by its traditional elite. That elite

 naturally determined its course of action in the revolt by a calculation

 of its own interests, and showed a sense of solidarity which continued

 before, during and after the revolt, regardless of the diSering roles which

 its members played in it. The more plebeian element, though well

 aware of the lukewarmness of its upper-crust allies, regarded the

 traditional elite as its natural superiors, and the obvious rulers in the

 regime which would have replaced the defeated British power. The

 revolt therefore did not produce a great gulf within the Muslim

 community. The common aims and assumptions of all of its members

 always had been, and were long to remain, more important than the

 differences over strategies and tactics which had divided them and which

 had prescribed diffierent courses of action during the revolt. There were

 no bitter mutual recriminations after the final, decisive defeat. The

 aims of the community remained the same-the regeneration of Islam,

 and the recovery of an elite position in the subcontinent.

 But in pursuit of these still common aims, new and far-reaching
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  5

 changes in Muslim attitudes now came into being. There were indeed

 those among them who emerged from the struggle with heads, so to

 speak, bloody but unbowed. They recognized-as who could fail to

 recognize? that British power was firm and unassailable for many,

 many years to come, and drew the conclusion that for the present the

 task was to abandon a hopeless political contest, to cherish the true

 spirit of Islam, to educate in that spirit all the members of the Muslim

 community who sought such education, and so keep their spiritual

 powder dry for some future day when the worldly prospects of Indian

 Islam would again improve and a return to the political field of battle

 would be practicable and desirable. The great centre for Muslims of

 this school was the theological seminary, which still flourishes, at Dee-

 band, in north-western U.P.

 At the other end of the scale was a group dominated by the outstand-

 ing figure of Sayyid Ahmad Khan, later to become Sgr Sayyid Ahmad

 Khan, and now generally known simply as 'Sir Sayyid' both to Indian

 and to Pakistani Muslims. He came from an old aristocratic family,

 which had been close both to the Mughal court and to influential

 British figures long before the I857 revolt. He had himself entered

 British service and during the revolt had, with considerable courage

 stood unswervingly on the British side, regarding the uprising as an act

 of folly for which his community would have to pay dearly.

 A man of immense energy and determination, he took stock of the

 situation after the defeat and evolved the policies which for the remain-

 ing forty years of his life he pursued consistently. The logic of his

 position could be stated like this: Muslim ascendancy was gone for ever,

 and only in one way could the traditional Muslim elite hope to restore

 its fortunes: by complete identification with the aims and outlook of

 the new, unchallengeable British rulers of India-an identification

 which would make it, in effect, the junior partner in a ruling British-

 Muslim alliance.4 This was to be achieved first by dissociation from

 a11 political activity not approved by the British; secondly, by education.

 to implant the values of Victorian England in the minds of the educated,

 articulate sections of the Muslim community; and thirdly, by a

 reinterpretation of Islam along modern lines. It may be imagined that

 the more alert among the British saw the favourable implications for

 them of this response, and reacted accordingly. Macaulay, in his famous

 Minute on Indian Education of I835 had expressed his aims for British

 4 The old Mughal aristocracy would thus stand. in the same relation to the British
 (though I do not think Sir Sayyid would have d.rawn this parallel) as the old Rajput
 aristocracy had stood to the Mughals in the d.ays of the Empire's prime.
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 6  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 rule in India in these words: 'We must . . . do our best to form . . . a

 class of persons, Indian in blood and colour) but English in taste, in

 opinions, in morals and in intellect.'5 Sir Sayyid, writing in I882,

 summarized his aims thus: Cto produce a class of persons, Muslim in

 religion, Tndian in blood and colour, but English in tasteg in opinions,

 and in intellect.)6 The resemblance to MacaulaySs words is both obvious

 and striking He saw as the main instrument of this purpose the college

 -The Mahomedan Anglo-Oriental College, or M.A.O. College-at

 Aligarh, which is today the Aligarh Muslim University.

 Having determined what he thought was the proper aim for his

 community, Sir Sayyid commenced with an all-pervading zeal to

 remould his fellow-Muslims thought along the lines most likely to help

 in achieving that aim. Many of those who know of him today as the

 pioneer of modern thought in his community would T think be startled

 and shocked at the crude and aggressive vigour which his speeches and

 writings reveal. He told his fellow-Muslims, in words which in the days

 of the Raj British writers used to quote, with perhaps a rather malicious

 glee) but which in our own more tactful and (in this area at least)

 more hypocritical age are rarely referred to, that 'The natives of India,

 high and low, . . . educated and illiterate, when contrasted with the

 Englisll in education, manners, and uprightness, are as like them as a

 dirty animal is to an able and handsome man.' He certainly went

 all out in his effiorts to arouse in them the spirit necessary to transform

 this deplorable state of affairs, arguing against every traditional Muslim

 belief, idea and prejudice which stood as an obstacle in the way of

 reconciliation and harmony between the Muslims and their new

 British rulers. Islam correctly interpreted, he argued, led directly to the

 modern outlook of which, by the accidents of history, the British were

 now the spokesmen. There was, and could be, no contradiction between

 the teachings of the Quran and the teachings of modern science. There

 was a real and natural identity of interests between the British and the

 Muslims, and once misunderstandings on both sides were removed?

 this natural identity of interest would assert itself.

 Sir Sa-yyid was often quite unscrupulous in his arguments suppressing

 5 Macaulayfs Speeches a selection, ed. G. M. Young, Oxford University Press.

 World's Glassics ed. I935, p. 359.
 6 Quoted (in Urdu) in Addresses and Speeches Relating b the Mahomedan Ang>-

 Oriental Coltege in Aligarh, . . . I 875-I 898, [ed.] by iNawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk Institute
 Press, Aligarh, I898, Tamhzd, pp. I, 2.

 7 Urdu text in Musafran i Landan, ed. Shaikh Muhammad Isma';l Panipati, Majlis i
 Taraqqi i Adab, Lahore, I96I, pp. I83-4. English translation quoted from G. 19. I.

 Graham, Ehe Life and Work of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, K.C.S.I., London, Hodder &
 Stoughton, I909 ed., pp. IR5-6.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  7

 things that were inconvenient to his case and highlighting even

 inventing things that supported it. Thus in a speech of I884, he not

 only declared that the Muslims prayed that British rule in India might

 last for ever, but added unblushingly that the Muslims had always been

 on the British side and in fact had helped them to establish their rule.8

 No matter was too small for his attention. He argued that Islam

 permitted Muslims to dine with the English, that the English practice

 of killing a chicken by wringing its neck was permitted by Islam, and

 that the unbecoming English habit of urinating from a standing position

 was not forbidden by the Muslim religion.g

 Such was the pro-British zeal which, by the time Akbar came upon

 the scene, had made the Aligarh movement of Sir Sayyid and his

 supporters a major trend among the Muslims of the age.

 Akbar's view of British rule

 Akbar's view of British rule was a very diSerent one from that which

 Sir Sayyid held (or more accurately perhaps, that which he thought

 it politic to declare that lle held). Both men are agreed that British power

 is supreme and, for the foreseeable future, unshakeable. But where

 Sir Sayyid sees in this the creation of conditions in which a natural

 identity of British and lkluslim interests would assert itself, the guarantee

 of progress, and the hope of ever closer association between ruler and

 ruled, Akbar ridicules the idea. In more than one verse he quotes with

 approval the homely Indian peasant equivalent of the sentiment that

 'might is right'- g4gyll2$ -'he who wields the

 big stick owns the buSalo'-with its implication not only that the

 British ruled because no one else was strong enough to challenge them,

 but also that they ruled in their own interest, and not with any nobler

 aim in mind. To Sir Sayyid's talk of 'progress' and 'association' he

 replies bluntly:10

 3;NNNs agS13pgg
 8 Addresses and Speeches (cf. note 6), pp. 74-8I.
 9 Sawid Tufail Ahmad, Musalmanon ka Raushan Mustaqbil, Sth ed., Delhi, I945, p.

 207.

 lo I, I076, and cf. (e.g.) III, IR42, I and I06I, 3.
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 8  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 (The last line is meaningless, and simply exemplifies the beat of the

 metre.) I translate the verse:

 What do you mean? 'Progress', 'Association'-
 Listen to me, I'll tell you how it's done.

 'He owns the buSalo who wields the cudgel.'
 Ti-tum ti-tum ti-tum ti-tum ti-tum.

 "ti-tum ti-tum ti-tum ti-tum ti-tum" or, in other words, if you

 want another line to complete the piece, you can have one but really

 once you have said 'He owns the buSalo who wields the cudgel', there's

 nothing more to be said.

 Akbar doesn't want to varnish reality in any way. The British rule

 India because they have the power to do so, and not for any other reason,

 and that is no reason for an Indian to rejoice, and still less for an Indian

 Muslim to rejoice. He doesn't forget, and doesn't want to forget, what

 the establishment of unchallengeable British power has meant to his

 country, and what are the penalties of defeat:ll

 +X992S2F4S^ 4"vgh%?S - l!,,s
 If you should pass that way you'll see my ravaged village:

 A Tornrnies' barracks standing by a ruined mosque

 the Tommies' barracks the symbol of British power, and the ruined

 mosque the symbol of Muslim defeat.

 The themes of the all-pervading power of the British and of the

 irreversible changes they have wrought occur again and again in his

 verse. A whole poem of nine couplets has the recurring rhyme

 29J4ra, -in their hand' or 'in their grasp, in their con-

 trol'. A rather literal, and slightly abridged, translation of some of its

 linesl2 will give some idea of the recurring, heavy force of this refrain.

 292Z< )>ls;;8gaiv 48X 2;§4{{4v v;<}Sez.

 /RlAdolf.veilSa ...,,.,,..,,,,,.,,#,...

 @S}[,bJ}t°4IX,o'4 . * * * *

 / 4Zd1ofz9}>#tS .......... ... .......... ... ...

 / SlY @1, MvAg;L,wlfil,el ,>e
 11 II, 48, 4  12 I, I25, couplets I, 2, 4, 6, and 9. Cf. also (e.g.) IV, 30, 4.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  9

 They hold the throne in their hand. The whole realm is in their hand. The

 country, the apportioning of men's livelihoodn is in their hand . . . The springs
 of hope and of fear are in their hand.... In their hand is the power to

 decide who shall be humbled and who exalted.... Our people is in their
 hand, education is in their hand.... If the West continues to be what it is,

 and the East what it is, we shall see the day when the whole world is in their
 hand.

 Another complete poem expresses the sense of living in a new world,

 in which everything has changed.13

 Mut;o,>ae MJe:Pgiso,,v, - +,

 MJe;v"d " io4,<>v$a2

 ,,DeAlpHSUl M,>L+#

 The minstrel, and the music, and the melody have all changed. Our very

 sleep has changed; the tale we used to hear is no longer told. Spring comes
 with new adornments; the nightingales in the garden sing a different song.
 Nature's every effiect has undergone a revolution. Another kind of rain

 falls from the sky; another kind of grain grows in the fields.

 What, in more concrete terms, these changes are, he will tell us in

 other poems. The British themselves, he notes sardonically, tend to be

 reticent about therrl. He reflects bitterly how often the British accuse the

 Muslims-(and the accusation is still a familiar one in the West)-of

 having spread their religion by the sword. Even if that were true,

 Akbar tells them, the- force we used cannot compare with the force

 you have used. And if we spread Islam, we brought to our subjects a

 faith which inspired those who embraced it with a new dignity and a

 new purpose in life. And what haveyou broughtyour subjects?

 r # JESg

 JSJ#;S

 You never ceased proclaiming that Islam spread by the sword:
 You have not deigned to tell us what it is the gun has spread.14

 Akbar has no inhibitions about saying 'what it is the gun has spread'.

 First, it has founded a regime which regards India simply as a land

 stocked with goods destined for Europe. If Muslims think of India as a

 13 I, 35 14 III, 578, 2
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 IO  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 land of Islam they are wrong; if Hindus think of it as the land of their
 mythical heroes, Laksman and Ram, they are deceived. India is
 merely Europe's warehouse, populated by loyal subjects of the British
 Raj.ls

 ,ES9>j,.io1PEsst8w >;+(tvl;AsolS

 ,>;vA,2")S*JZ#JI,, 8;0l,3X2X^)
 Those who support British ideas and values speak of them as the 'New
 Light' which brings tahzzb or 'refinement' to those who embrace it. Sir
 Sayyid's influential periodical was called Tahzzb ul AkAlaq 'the
 Refinement of Manners' 'manners' in the broader and more sig-
 nificant sense of the term. But Akbar cannot see how the light which only
 shows men how to exploit others can shed 'the radiance of refinement';
 nor will ble give the name of human progress to the process which ruins a
 thousand men to advance the interests of a hundred.16

 FJ,$ tw2*0,
 {QA;gw;,,;,M,iMS, aS#<v}J#g#g3WaAv

 The light that only lights the path to plunder
 I will not call 'refinement's radiance'.
 You ruin thousands to promote a hundred:
 I'll not call that 'humanity's advance'.

 Not that he is always so grimly serious about it. In one versel7
 he contemplates the plight of the once well-to-do Muslim, deprived
 by the new regime of his former wealth, debarred by its puritanism from
 his former pleasures, and compelled lDy its new laws to give up his gun
 unless they grant him a licence to own one.

 gJdiRYSgY

 aW,92SUlKSX

 SyuSy vjSoa

 You have no gold: how can you live in stylep
 You have no mistress: how can you have fun?
 And if you want to end it all-alright-
 But then how can you when you have no gun ?

 ls I, 868. He makes a similar point in III, I357, about Englishmen who go home
 to England when they retire instead of staying on in India.
 16 I, 53 17 I, IO99.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  I I

 In another verset8 he contrasts the period of Muslim rule with that of

 the British. Its force depends on untranslatable plays upon words:

 fauhzd-insistence upon the unity, the oneness, of God is contrasted

 with tahszl-the process of getting something from someone. The two

 words are parallel formations from two Arabic roots, and are identical

 in metrical weight. In the second half of the couplet there is a play on

 ek, which means 'one', and do which means 'two'-but also means

 'give'. ' "In our day," says Akbar, the stress was on God's tsuhzd-

 unity, and the cry was ek ! "one !" In their day the stress is on tcghstl-

 extraction of wealth and the cry is do !- meaning not "two" (although

 the word cvn mean that) but "Give!" '

 The British established their rule by force, but they do not depend

 simply on force to maintain it. Unlike us, says Akbarl9

 Jo.$'d? MlvA%,?

 We of the East break our opponents' heads
 They of the West change their opponents' nature.

 And perhaps their most effective weapon in this process is their system

 of education. First comes the gun, to break armed resistance, and then

 education to induce acceptance of the new order.20

 +RJ4fiM' #

 The guns have gone, and now come the professors.
 The adze has done its work; now comes the plane.

 They are bent on destroying us, but take steps to see that we don't feel

 it.2l

 pfJ

 vS18+S$

 Before they murder us they chloroform us.
 We ought to render thanks that they are kind.

 18 I, IO37> 2.

 20 III, 580*
 lo I, I24 I.

 I, 54, I 0.
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 I2  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 The fact that there are ways in which Indians can benefit from the

 education which the British offer-and Akbar, as we shall see later,

 does not deny this does not alter the fact that it was to serve their own

 interests and not their subjects' interests, that the British introduced it.

 Akbar stresses its limitations in a whole poem leading up to the con-

 cluding couplet 22

 + dy N l weSg} w+d 'SS2gg

 +$J9FfMa'+ASSARX

 They give us learning just enough for us to sell our services
 And understanding just enough for governmental purposes.

 In fact, as he says in another verse :23

 JJ3KSe;;Mve a.ga#zZ

 s2'20z&zv1 do,*; SVI}J}#$g@}

 All things receive the things most Stted to them
 God's will alone determines every source

 Their pocket holds the produce of our country
 Your servant's memory holds the college course.

 Along with education go other devices to reconcile you to your lot,

 like the pomp and splendour of durbars and other ceremonies of state.

 Akbar remarks rather sourly how kind it is of King George the Fifth,

 who besides being King of Great Britain, is also Emperor of India, to put

 himself out to spend ten whole days there.24

 aL(S9'd";f^; LLdeSM,$;4adt

 One of his most famous longer poems describes an earlier durbar

 the Delhi durbar of Ig03.25 At one point, after describing all the

 entrancing sights that meet his eyes he sums it all up in the words :26

 Ka,Jldf"H
 My eyes are mine; the rest is theirs.

 22 III, I402. 23 IV, 97, I-2 24 II, go, last line.
 25 I, 593 26 Line 34.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  I3

 And he imagines another Indian talking to him27

 ASsItLAdAL%Mi aMUM.<z;$v$ja

 We had no clothes how could we go to see the celebrations?

 We had to stay at home to celebrate the coronation.

 Anyway, the whole thing is a lot of fuss about nothing. The rush and

 bustle of preparation remind you of the tumult of Judgment Day.

 But, he says.28

 Q^gw>r%,,I,,M*JF Fee,<>ve

 The tumult of the Day of Judgment has some purpose to it.

 But this durbar in Delhi now what is that all about?

 And in another verse29 where, as often, he presses home an oft-repeated

 ]esson with a neat topical reference, he calls upon his readers to see

 with what splendour the stars shine in the heavens, how God is an

 Emperor whose rule their illuminations celebrate every night, with a

 show that never fails to entrance you and to which the angels admit

 everyone free, without ticket.

 #;H . Sa,].ggw 2FdEAdaMb.

 ^, 44j Aeajgft,g
 Finally there is the sham as Akbar thinks it-of consultation with

 the representatives of native opinion, membership of advisory councils,

 and so on. These are a sham because the British in any case can, and do,

 act as they please-those who rule the country rule the councils, says

 Akbar30

 z;+Kgz;Aal4?- j>y

 and the councils' only object is to enable publicity-seeking Indians

 to make a show and to keep them happy with the illusion that they

 are in some degree controlling their own destinies. That, says Akbar,

 27 I, I 79, 4@

 29 II, 79, I3-I44

 28 I, I I5, 3.

 3°III,I2I8,6.
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 I4 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 is like judging the ways of English women by the ways of Indian

 women.3l

 S+ U ;i4C
 Don't think it means the lady's going to sleep with you.
 A mere kiss doesn7t mean self-government.

 Akbar would be more convirlced of the benevolence of British rule
 if it produced an increase in the general well-being. What the British

 are doing is like giving medicine to a man who above all needs food.32

 W1&<+aM
 ,

 J{^W1&v+o

 The medicines of colleges and councils flow abundantly.
 The food of peace and plenty-is in very short supply.

 To 'honour' an Indian by making him a member of a council is like

 putting rouge on the cheeks of a starving woman.33

 '
 y J>Oju

 And all the councilss busy activities result in nothing substantial*34

 1 dR@sSa"w2aJ

 HH1S1 >;XuBS

 Their resolutions make a din, but nothing ever comes of them
 I hear the clatter of the plates, but dinner never comes.-

 The real nature of British rule becomes clear when you note the way

 in which British officials treat their Indian fellow-subjects of the Crown.
 Akbar, here again, ridicules the more gullible of his fiellow-countrymen,

 who think that solemn official proclamations mean what they say:35

 On paper they respect you; in their hearts they don't.

 31 IIIg I333* 32 I, 245 2 and cf. I, 534, 2. 33 I, 74, 2+

 . t t t t

 34 IIIn 28 I.
 35 IT, 9I IO.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  I5

 When Indians speak of themselves and the British as 'We' the British

 laugh at them. He tells them 36

 ,S1;g A)tUsX

 When yon say 'We' it only makes them laugh.
 Your fervour brings the wrong words to your tongue.

 What the British want are men who listen, not men who speak, even to

 ask questions, much less to form judgments. Many lines, delivered, so to

 speak, with a straight face, show that Akbar knows what is expected of

 him:

 <A^Xizvi4P"9l ul&Me5X$,
 They say 'This is correct.': we say 'Quite so.'
 And, for the present, this is all we do.37

 FthyMaSS1g' SI'Sw'ySf

 The order to be silent binds my tongue.
 You have the right to speak, and I to hear.38

 4. MtyoME

 1

 You don't think true and false concern me, do you?
 Speak on: your humble servant listens to you.39

 Even his Indian beloved, to whom he expresses the traditional complete

 submission demanded of the true lover, is familiar with his situation

 vis a vis the British 40

 @Magv'LzE ,>o fi2

 I said to her 'Regard me as your slave.'
 She laughed and said, 'I'm not an Englishman!'

 36 II, 9I 5

 39 IV, 52, I4

 I I94, 2 38 I, 265, I4.
 40 I, 9I5
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 I6  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 And however respectful and subservient you may be, no Englishman is
 going to treat you with anything but disdain. Among Indians, a fair
 complexion is generally admired. But to an Englishman all Indians are
 blacks.l4l

 Lb;}4

 5jAS Mg JZ
 How can I have the brazenness to show my face before him?
 He's said of fairer men than I, 'The fellow is a black!'

 The most that you can expect is a curt greeting.42

 _ ,l,El}2sH>>}l s

 What greater honour could a native want than that?
 Is it not plenty that he said 'Good day' to us ?

 A native counts for little, and an Indian native for less, and an Indian
 Muslim native for least of all.43

 ,A8,a)wC*go#/ MigA+aH
 Why ask what Akbar's standing is these days?
 First, native; second, Indian; third, Muslim.

 And in case you ever should think of stepping out of line, the police are
 there to watch you and control you:44

 bJr
 at every step, eyes watching you, at every turn a demand to show a permit.

 Some of Akbar's views of the police are perhaps rather startling to
 the average law-abiding British citizen, who, on the whole, tends to
 look upon the police as his protectors. But whatever they may be in
 Britain, they hasre perhaps never been that in India. Percival Spear
 has written of them45 that they were sundeniably unpopular. . * . The

 41 I, 279 8v 42 I, I04, I4.
 43 III, I437 44 II, 94, 3-4
 4S India, Pakistan and the West, 4th ed., Oxford University Press, I9672 p. 8I.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  I7

 stigmata of corruption and unnecessary brutality attached them-selves

 to the police frorn the beginning and harre not yet been shaken oS.'

 And to politically active Indians the "khufia pulis'', the secret police

 or CoIvDv) have always been especially objectionable. Akbar, at any

 rate, doesn't find much to choose between them and the criminals they

 are supposed to pursue:46

 £,6gij9QN }ta i / r
 The old man only had two sons; both turned out able fellows.
 One went into the C.I.D., the other to the gallows.

 And in fact one of his objections to the C.I.D. is that it doesn't

 confine its eSorts to checking real crime, but is equally busy checking

 those liberties on which the I3ritish profess to pride themselves.47

 tsSi.g Sij?sa&/ oa§>lZZA d ogH$JX

 I never stole, nor do I plan to steal
 And yet I have to run away from spies.

 And, more bluntly still,4s

 Nc*J sX>.§S>ajJ; W; -GSCR>.7,;;!ZJ!

 The C.I.D. is buslly engaged in checking crime-alright.
 It ought not to lDe busily engaged in checking talk.

 And from all this---- -the contemplation of British power based in the

 last resort on force of arms which they are prepared to use, but sustained

 also by other methods, such as an education which moulds their subjects'

 outlook, trifling concessions which keep them happy, and many other

 things-Akbar concludes that there is nothing that Indians can do for

 the forseeable future but accept British rule and make the best of it.

 In the true tradition of the classical Urdu ghazal, which makes all

 manner of criticisms of society in words which cannot, when you look

 at them carefully, be conclusively proved to mean what they are correctly

 assumed to mean, he writes: 49

 8fKt1 ;, SaW § +,s,Jo D> & 0 )/z
 Why talk today of justice and of tyranny ?
 We had our day; now they are having theirs.

 46 III, I438 47 III, 866, 4
 48 III, 626. 49 IV, 53, I9
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 I8  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 where there is not much doubt that he is associating the idea of justice
 with Mughal rule, and the idea of tyranny ->rith British rule, although
 the words do not quite unambiguously say so.
 Or in the verse50

 "@i ggg) (GA>g>9 32 Xz, D 14

 If we so much as sigh we get a bad name.
 They kill, and not a word is said about it.

 Where the couplet could be taken in the context of the prevailing
 theme of the traditional ghazal, with its cruel mistresses to whose every
 act of tyranny their true lovers must submit without complaint but
 where probably the 'They' of 'They kill' is a reference to the British.
 Whatever your view of British rule, it is clear that you cannot stand
 against it. It is characteristic of Akbar that he combines his unpalatable
 advice to his fellow-countrymen with ridicule of their Christian rulers'
 belief in the doctrine of the Trinity, a belief which, to the Muslim, is at
 best absurd and at worst blasphemous. He writes:5

 _ >gf<4ig7 ,;kX,KJ)$>97S§aX_J

 *- " wa vISS=Ai,IfJa
 The Englishman can slander whom he will
 And fill your head with anything he pleases.
 He wields sharp weapons, Akbar. Best stand clear!
 He cuts up God himself into three pieces.

 But, despite the joke, the essential point, as nearly always with Akbar, is
 a serious one: Akbar is arguing that Muslims must determine how best
 to live their lives starting from the fact that the British are now alI-
 powerful, and that Indians are going to have to live with this situation for a long, long time.

 Opportunities and dangers under British rule

 Akbar does not deny that British rule has brought some benefits to
 India. What he ridicules is the idea that it was established for that
 purpose, and the accompanying idea that what India has lost by it if
 indeed it has lost anything at all is far outweighed by what it has

 so I, 299, 6. S1 I, I og7
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  I9

 gained. No, he says. The British won India by the sword-or, rather,

 by the gun and they hold it by the gun, and hold it in their own

 interests. But it does not follow that all that they have done is bad;

 and where they have introduced useful things, it is simple good sense to

 take advantage of them. This general view leads him to his assessment

 of Sir Sayyid and the Aligarh movement. And despite much that has

 been written to the contrary by men who ought to know better (and

 in some cases undoubtedly do know better),^that assessment is essentially

 a positive one. After Sir Sayyid's death in I898 he wrote of him:52

 ;ggo'gl$2S ly, t M<L-))t2- /Ls *gUjiS

 $>y?MUSi. *{S

 We only talk and talk and talk while Sayyid used to work.
 Remember that to talk is not the same thing as to do.
 Men may say what they like of him; what Akbar says is this:
 God grant him peace now he is dead. His virtues were not few.

 And when he writes in this way he is not simply conforming to the

 conventional principle that one does not speak ill of the dead. His

 contemptuous epitaph on Sir Sayyid's British mentor, the English

 Principal of the Aligarh College Mr. Beck, shows a complete disregard

 for this convention.53 And there is more conclusive evidence in verses,

 some of them written during Sir Sayyid's lifetime, in which he praises his

 efforts and expresses his satisfaction with Aligarh's positive achievement.

 In I892 when the College was in great financial difficulties, and the

 Nizam of Hyderabad came to its aid by doubling his monthly contri-

 bution to its funds increasing this from Rs. I000 to Rs. 2000 Akbar

 wrote a poem of I5 couplets expressing his pleasure. The first seven are a

 generous tribute to Sir Sayyid, and there is not the slightest reason to

 doubt their sincerity. He writes54

 r;teSptloJioAidD

 Mt4#+J+L98ks

 r#vr8wafM,#"N
 :1f>g>Db},

 bvJA;#K#2*;b

 a,>,£l,+z;Mt

 KJ"astR3JvY
 52 I, 674.

 53 I, 922. 54 I, 622, I-7
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 20 - RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 r42#}Lf2 S S+ ou'

 (61v4,2 bl,} &,,,,8lyl)4

 &*;

 All men know that the life of the spirit depends upon knowledge: without
 knowledge no man is a complete man: it is an inexorable law of nature that
 the nation which lacks knowledge and skills is destined to be the slave of others;
 and if education does not meet the needs of the age then all hopes of attain-
 ing wealth and comfort and honour are idle. This thought was engraved upon
 Sir Sayyidis consciousness and trusting in Godn he laid the foundations of his
 College. He suffiered setbacks) and disappointments, and the abuse of his
 opponents, but this servant of his nation kept to his task and showed the
 world what a stout heart and a powerful intellect can do-showed them
 what hard work really means. And because he worked sincerely God
 prospered him, and a splendid college was built.

 Of all Sir SayyidSs teachings, his reinterpretation cxf religion was that
 which commanded least support; indeed the majority of his own most
 prominent supporters parted company with him in this field. (One
 of them, Naz;r Ahmad, remarked caustically that trying to argue as he
 did was like trying to touch your buttocks with your earS.5s) True,
 he shared with many Muslims of the old anti-British trend a puritan
 urge to revive the pristine simplicity of Islam; but an even more
 prominent aspect of his reinterpretation was his attempt exceptionally
 bold in his day, to show a complete harmony between Islam and the
 findings of modern science. Akbar, like most of his contemporaries, had
 little sympathy for this part of Sir Sayyid's teaching. Yet in a poem about
 Sir Sayyid's religious doctrinesns6 Akbar stresses only the many features
 in them of which he approves, and says nothing of the others. lNhe sting
 comes in the tail of the poem but it is most significant that the quite
 trenchant attack which it makes is directed not at Sir Sayyid, but at
 other exponents of the New Light whom Akbar contrasts with him.

 In short, Akbar is not against progress. He knows that times are
 changing and that tlle Muslims must change with them, learning new
 things and making new adaptations to new conditions. He doesn't
 object in principle even to changes which he considers unnecessary,

 55 iNazir Ahmad, Mau'iza-i-%lasna, Delhi I308 A.H. [A.17)* I8901I] letter gg
 p. I75. The book was Srst published in I887* 56 I 623
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI

 and which he personally dislikes. If you keep strong the faith by which 2I
 you live, and obey the essential commandments of Islam, you may dress

 as you like, wear either a Western hat or an Eastern turban just as you

 please,57 eat what food you like in whatever company you like,s8 and

 pay court to Anglo-Indian and British girls. There are verses in which

 he declares his readiness to accept all these things, provided that the

 commands of religion are heeded and not ignored.

 i,&X3,,SAJm S,<,g') drfr

 ivoJvJJgJ;>,s d4;Rf ujl t1

 By all means wear your boots and socks
 By all means woo your Christian miss
 Just say your prayers and keep the fast
 And no one will object to this.59

 We need to bear these verses in mind when we read others in which he

 ridicules new fashions. If he thinks them ridiculous he can say so;

 but that is not the same thing as saying that they transgress the laws of

 religion, and Akbar doesn't say that.

 He does, however, express his fears atnd his misgivings about what

 Sir Sayyid's teaching and Aligarh education may ultimately lead to. In

 one of the relatively few verses directly critical of Sir Sayyid himself he

 questions how far his vision really went.60

 J9U@oGl39LSM

 jUMab$deStA;i

 And for all his general approval of Aligarh education, he feels that

 there is an emphasis upon material and secular things which obscures

 to a dangerous extent the even greater importance of a strong -faith in

 religion as the only sure guide on life's journey.

 A whole poem on the Aligarh College leads up to this point.

 57 I, I 52.
 58 I, 638s

 59 II, 86, 6-7. Many more verses could be quoted. II, 75, 8-I9 a poem of eleven
 couplets gives a long list of all the things that can be allowed provided that religious
 obligations are observed. Cf. also II, 23, I3; 80, I3-I4 and 2I; and 83, I5.

 60 I, 99, I.
 61 I, 640.
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 StEtaw lAy409

 +RS,l, "joiSfSSt 25^+

 wlS#2

 9#JeM

 /2 §>,fb4

 4$I)fJa W

 o2§Sa

 ,
 @l

 +l+28a

 1Se

 Which, in slightly abridged translation, is:

 May God confer on Aligarh a cure for every malady
 And on its students, scions of the gentry and nobility.
 Refined, and elegant, and smart, and clean, and neat, and radiant,
 Hearts full of good intentions, minds blessed with originality,
 They ride the highways of the East, and plod along the western ways,
 Each one of them, without a doubt, everything you would have him be.

 No Indian fair, no English miss, diverts them from their chosen path;
 Their hearts are innocent and pure; their books absorb their energy.
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  23

 The lightning of a fair one's smile they take for electricity
 And if they see a curling tress they think it is some policy.

 * * *

 All of them dwell in College, still without experience of life;
 They do not know what lies ahead, nor what should be their destiny.
 The flame of faith burns in their hearts, but those who guard it are not firm
 And logic's winds may blow it out, or youthful immaturity,
 Ensnaring them, and teaching them to hold religion in contempt
 And, seeking fame, to bring to nought the ways of their community.

 I pray then: May the boons of knowledge and of understanding be
 Bestowed on them by their professors and their God respectively.

 Akbar does not want a situation in which the polish of Western learning

 and Western manners cramps and restricts the free play of religious

 feeling. In an apt metaphor he writes of one to whom this has
 happened 62

 @l*&j'%g, gWJ>s
 His rosary is sandalwood. Alas !
 Its fragrance is imprisoned in French polish.

 He distrusts the emphasis which the spokesmen of the New Light

 put upon reason and science, and their claim that religious truths can

 be proved a hundred per cent by rational, scientific means. Akbar (and,

 incidentally, in Sir Sayyid's own camp, Nazlr Ahmad) insisted that

 religious belief involves the recognition that reason and science can take

 you only so far, and that the essence of religion is beyond their reach :63

 a "Ma,,,,,*Z.1

 God is beyond the range of telescopes

 as he puts it. In the last resort, religion is a matter of faith, and long

 discussions about it are pointless. He writes:64

 gE , Kl Lv

 FRz0"+v*'se ,y

 Why all this concentration on the problem?
 You ask what God is ? God is God. What else?

 62 III, 772. 63 II, 46, 3 64 III, 728, I
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 RALPH RUSSELL AND KEIURSEIIDUL ISLAM 24

 Andn more sarcastically:65

 $ Ad. t

 '

 I take no part when they discuss religion;
 I haven't the intelligence to spare.

 In fact, discussion of these questions is not only pointless, but positively
 harmful. Akbar correctly foresaw that exaggerated claims for reason
 and science would lead to a situation where, far from strengthening
 religious faith, they would undermine and ultimately destroy it) and he
 warned his fellow-Muslims against this danger:66

 J-8iSt/;S #2S

 XPeKlLMl4l Avill),
 Practice the ways Sir Sayyid's movement taught you
 Nothing in them need give you cause for shame.
 He woke you from your sleep; but now remember
 When you arise, arise in Allah's name.

 -a point which, addressing students directly) he makes in terms which
 he thinks will perhaps enable them to grasp it more easily. Their
 college course, he tells them, leads up to the Convocation at the end
 of their student life where, if they have worked as they should, they will
 get their (legree. Its the same, he tells them) with this life and the Day
 of judgment 67

 S,#C j K0 l b gAS .XA#J/,, *KJI I gi;

 Life and the Last Day bear the same relation-
 (Mark this)-- as College does to Gonvocation.

 He feels that the leaders of the New Light, including even Sir Sayyid
 himself, lack something fundamental, that instead of stressing the key
 importance of a strong and all-pervading religious faith which guides a
 man in every aspect of hisR life, they ask you to put your trust in methods

 65 III, 447, I  66 I 463*  67 I, 923, I.
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 which are all too trivial to achieve the substantial results the Muslim

 community needs 68
 . , .

 z-tU]S;+ Pr

 dS ..
 z UJA,<A;ADJt;S

 Sir Sayyid sought-no doubt of it-well-being for us Muslims.
 But lectures and subscriptions ? How can these set us on course ?
 Mere nails and tacks will not avail to mend the throne of honour.
 Do not expect great horsemanship from him who shoes the horse.

 And most of all he dislikes those in the Aligarh movement for whom the

 Enal unexceptionable formulation of what is good for the Muslims is

 what their British rulers say is good for them, who think that the will

 of God and the will of the British government are identical, and forwhom,

 therefore) for all practical purposes the British are God. Get rid of the

 satirical exaggeration in all this, and it expresses accurately enough

 wha.t was essentially Sir Sayyid's own starld. Akbar (and almost every-

 cyne else since his day resembles him in this respect) could not find it in

 him to say this bluntly, but we can be certain that it is Sir Sayyidis

 too pronounced partiality for the British that Akbar mocks irl a fairly

 light-hearted way when he writes (ill Persian, which he occasionally

 uses for his verse) :69

 pltRb,>avi $1vy';a

 4o,S.'li 1@22

 Sir Sayyid had an intellect that radiated learnlng
 And strength enough to vanquish any foe you care to mention
 And I for one would readily have counted him a prophet
 But that there never was a prophet yet who drew a pension.

 However, the out-and-out attack on people who seem to regard the

 British as God is launched not against Sir Sayyid, but against other

 (unnamed) leaders of the modern school. In the poem referred to

 68 I, 260, 5-6. 69 I, 928.
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 earlier, in which Akbar expresses his agreement with many of Sir
 Sayyid's religious beliefs, he turns in the end upon leaders of this kind 70

 ¢atakv;2,,uJ8z$,& >+ 6@
 0ag@paS>ESM8As 4z.S<S'S,
 "2LIp49vSl,_$,jooJ 2,W'1,'

 What our respected Sayyid says is good.
 Akbar agrees that it is sound and fair.
 But most of those who head this modern school
 Neither believe in God, nor yet in prayer.

 They say they do, but it is plain to see
 What they believe in is the powers that be.

 Other verses make the same point:71

 9ox&eAv;1X
 sM,;8.X#M;L$gS,

 . . . But not for me the shaikh jl's policy
 Whose Snal word is 'What the Sahib commands'.

 As we saw earlier, Akbar knows that 'what the Sahib commands', he
 commands in the Sahib's interest, and it by no means follows that the
 Sahib's interest is the Muslim's interest too. He writes :72

 L} ,902ZFJ721J;,

 W}ov - XAWlSHi

 < 8e=6r/AJastl

 p/JLf v
 With every passing day the fortunes of the British prosper. No doubt

 about it. And he who thinks otherwise is dreaming. But he who thinks that
 this is the same as our fortunes prospering is, like the New Light, very much
 mistaken.

 I, 623v I4-I6
 71 II, 59, 9-IO. And compare note 73 below.
 72 II, 82, 3-4.
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 27 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI

 Akbar, then) shows a reluctance to attack Sir Sayyid personally; but

 the rarity in his verse of direct criticism of Sir Sayyid himself is due

 largely to another cause. It is important to remember that Akbar was,

 as near as makes no difference, a whole generation (twenty-nine years

 to be quite precise) younger than Sir Sayyid. Sir Sayyid achieved his

 great aim in life when the Aligarh College opened in I877; and Akbar

 was already thirty-one years old in that year. But he went on writing

 verse for more than forty years after that, i.e. until twenty-three years

 after Sir Sayyid's death. And the main target of his attack is not so

 much Sir Sayyid's contemporaries as the subsequent generations of

 Aligarh graduatesa in whom he sees very few of the virtues of Sir Sayyid's

 generation) and in their place all the weaknesses and deficiencies of the

 Aligarh pioneers accentuated and brought to fruition. He says of them *73

 ,S,#SyS,,XMMUS,#y X, ,"Q§"1S>

 So far have tney transcended Sayyid's limlts
 That now they number him among the shaikhs

 -the shaikh) or Muslim elder, being the symbol not only in Akbar's

 verse but in the whole long tradition of Islamic lyrical poetry, of the

 ignorant) bigoted, conservative pillar of orthodox religion. And in a

 long poem74 (forty-six couplets long) he enumerates the sins of this later

 generation and explicitly says that75:

 {s,2SE# ..t;e

 IJ$W2lA;
 , ,

 All are surprised to see these new developments.
 It was not Sayyid's aim that things should take this course.

 Akbar'stolemic against the ultra-modern

 It is against these unworthy sons of the Aligarh movement that perhaps

 the largest part) and certainly the most popular part, of his most sig-

 nificant verse is directed. Verses in which the tone is one of sorrow

 73 I, 67. 'Shaikh' here carries the connotation which I explain in the text. I should
 add that it does not always mean quite that. It can be used of any Muslim leader, in
 the political as well as in the religious field who claims more importance and

 authority than the poet thinks he deserves. This is the sense in the line quoted earlier
 (see ref. 7I). Below (at ref. 8I) it has no pejorative sense at all, but means simply
 the Muslim elder who imparts religious instruction to the young.

 74 Ia 594. 75 Line 23.
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 28 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 rather than anger describe what he thinks is the essence of their
 condition. He makes them say of themselves :76

 ^@FM%>+d,,°aX!¢ LA"H;,>°I>ovl;0o,lX

 SMs,M,,,- - j.wLfgMMi dieSo)XfggL

 We do not learn the things we ought to learn-
 And lose what was already in our keeping;
 Bereft of knowledge, plunged in heedlessness,
 Alas ! We are not only blind but sleeping.

 And there is much truth in his words. Sir Sayyid and his contemporaries

 came fresh to the new learning of the West, but at any rate they came

 equipped with all the traditional learning of their community behind

 them. Not so the next generation. It was modern enough to regard the

 old learning as not worth its attention, and yet not so truly modern as

 to put itself seriously to the task of really mastering a new fund of know-
 ledge and a new culture. It is again in sadness more than in anger that

 Akbar speaks of them77 as youngsters who have set out on the long

 road to the West but have been robbed on the way at a point too far

 from home for them to be able to return and too far from their destination

 for them to have any hope of reaching it. But he is not always so sym-
 pathetic, especially when he contemplates those who don't even want

 any more for themselves than the government wants them to have. He

 sees that the sort of half-baked education which government colleges

 or government-approved colleges supply suits British needs very well:

 They give us learning-just enough for us to sell our services
 And understanding just enough for governmental purposes.

 What he can't see is how his fellow-Muslims, the descendants of a people

 inspired by a dynamic faith which had enabled them to change the

 course of history and transform the lives of hundreds of millions of

 mankind, can be content, and indeed proud, to have no horizons beyond
 a life of unthinking, undistinguished subservience to a nation that has

 deprived them of all the power and the honour they had once enjoyed,

 and whose representatives for the most part look upon them with
 contempt.78

 76 I, 755
 77 II, 66, 6:

 f of, 8 wtS ;S1, L Zf v /eeD
 78 II, 78 I8
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 $$;XArattixfow=;=$

 S{LdF/"S,9vSA

 If they the British--destroy us, they do it to serve their own
 purposes. What astonishes me is that there are those among us who rejoice
 in our destruction

 -like birds, who under the spell of the irresistible fowler, help tighten

 the sna.res witk their own beaks79

 {J.'Z,^>Ms>, GJ§Ei>vs,,>,

 He doesn't lose his sense of humour, but his contempt for these

 people's petty ideals is quite unmistakable. He writes:80

 £<XPr Z;f i , 2. / As l 2, <"2 >l ; "Ms

 What words of mine can tell the deeds of men like these, our nation's pride ?
 They got their B.A., took employment, drew their pensions and then died.

 Or irl a more savage mood:8l

 SdA;X}gi"S2J?

 o&><2;Sotz e g

 o)/D"fiLa+gAJga2J;

 sJA" - AgyS,,2.,;
 Give up your literature, say I; forget your history
 Break all your ties with shaikh and mosque it could not matter less.
 Go oS to school. Life's short. Best not to worry overmuch.
 Eat English bread, and push your pen, and swell with happiness.

 For those who haven't quite forgotten their literature he recalls the

 story of the legendary Persian lover Farhad and his beloved Shlrm.

 Farhad was promised Shlrln if he would dig through a mountain. Like

 you, says Akbar, it was in pursuit of his own interests that he spent all

 79 II, 7I 9.
 80 II, 64, I9.

 81 II, 5I, 5-6. And compare note 73 above.
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 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM 3o

 his strength. But, unlike you, he at any rate did it for something worth

 while 82

 Lklg<w *S,vlA

 L32;>wA;Af
 Awl'<ZZ29

 You need a lofty aim to set before you
 Even if your own gain is all your care.
 Remember, when Farhad dug through the mountain
 He did it for Shlrln, not for a pear.

 Whereas you give up83 your religion, abandon your people) change your

 appearance, and waste your days all in the hope of getting a miserable

 clerk's job. What an impressive range of betrayal, and for what a

 contemptibly petty gain. And even so, not everyone gets what all

 these betrayals are calculated to achieve. The Sahibs don't always

 reward their would-be humble servants in proportion to their expect-

 ations, and they are often genuinely at a loss to understand why. One

 such bewildered gentleman asks the British why their policy has to be so

 obscure vzhen his policy is so clear.84

 >d2XJ;g"$,2 AfiUyleSSiko l$'e

 Your policy is quite obscure to us, Sahib.
 Our policy is clear-to sell our faith.

 Another, led to expect that learning English is a sure passport to

 advancement and to positions of responsibility, finds to his disappoint-

 ment that this is not so. Akbar spells it out for him:8s

 M4,£Xe
 SIpl'g,J^gggvl

 St#dS'DSp#d%j

 82 I, 579.

 83 I, I5I, 3:

 JXf;Weo<E',, Sg9, ,,g#;

 H#X vj "aSSgS
 85 I, 907.

 84 I, I 79, 2e
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  3I

 They teach you English, he says, for the same reason that an English

 master teaches his foreign servant English-so that the man can under-

 stand and carry out the orders he receives. Only a fool thinks he does it

 to raise the servant's intelligence and understanding to the same level as

 his own. Another wonders why Sir Sayyid (whose English was in fact

 not all that good) did so well, while he (whose English is much better)

 isn't doing too well. Akbar explains the point:86

 +SiAD9dwiA?
 True, you know English, but he knew the English.

 In other words, it's not enough to learn the things the English want you

 to learn. Having done so you have to convince them also that they need

 your services. It seems that already in Akbar's day it was becoming

 increasingly difficult to do this, and that the problem of graduate un-

 employment was already emerging. He writes :87

 AFlHl+S;i&rM2Uk K

 gi J) !2+,gJIDbJ2

 The verse depends for its effect upon an untranslatable play on words.

 He says that the cry of the graduates is 'Pas ! Pas !' while the cry of the

 British is 'Dur! Dur!' 'Pas' has two meanings. In the indigenous Urdu

 sense it means 'near', but its English meaning, of a 'pass' in an examin-

 ation was already well established in Urdu by Akbar's time. 'Dur' means

 'far', and also, as an exclamation, 'Go away!' So, says Akbar, the

 graduates cry 'Near!' while the British cry 'Far!'-or, the graduates cry

 'We've passed our examinations' and the British reply 'What of it?

 Go away!'

 Because Akbar is a man of genuine human sympathies, a really bitter,

 savage tone is relatively rare in his verse. Often the tone is one of quite

 light-hearted mockery, as when, for example, he ridicules the depen-

 dence of the modern student upon written notes. Under the old system

 of education with its emphasis on memory and on learning by heart,

 when you knew a thing you knew it for evermore. But the habit of

 note-taking has destroyed all that. According to Muslim belief, when

 a Muslim is buried two angels come into the grave and question him

 86 I, 656, last line. 87 I, I008, last line.
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 32  RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 about his faith and the kind of life he has lsved. Akbar portrays a modern

 student in this situation:88

 J;;,l au,,4>va

 MAdS?USop2@Jga

 u WfflJ v ad -u)}MoJ

 J ltaMw $wf"

 M4 "0vfi,d#2-a;G

 ;JG2X{$S<iZlX

 When the angels both appeared inside the grave to question me
 I myself intended to explain things comprehensively.
 Delving in my pocket for my notebook, I was shocked to find
 I had lost it on the way there or, perhaps, left it behind.

 Much confused I said, 'I really must apologise to you,

 I have left my notebook in the world-there's nothing I can do.'

 In a similar tone he defends the modern student's reluctance to believe

 in the throne of God :89

 SiMaMAt2%£lyASC

 so ,,vSKSm2st
 Poor fellows, how can they believe that there's a throne of God ?
 It wasn't on the maps they studied in geography.

 Or he excuses their religious shortcomings by explaining how they have

 been led to think that access to such examples of modern technique

 as the British send their way enables them to solve all problems not

 only here, he says, but in the next world too, where they will have such

 difficulties to face as the crossing of the bridge of Sirat thin as a hair,

 and sharp as a sword-that leads to Paradise. That's no problem in their

 eyes, he says:90

 ,2 , oX1>,i,<u,,k

 gouf,/yl 0tcr-/&X-2

 Xa;aRooJa+rKN

 =::_bgs H
 No more they fear the day of retribution;
 They concentrate on doing what they like.

 What if the bridge to Paradise is narrow?
 They say they'll ride across it on a bike.

 Against the most daring of them, who have gone to the lengths of openly

 -88III, I2I7. 89III, I3I4. 9°I, II92
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  33

 abandoning religion, he speaks more trenchantlyn but still humorously,
 sometimes appealing to their own strongest prejudices and beliefs in
 facetious proof of his own propositions Thus he tells an imaginary
 story 91

 J>loX$ f J'+'&;5' 0

 WLX k S@'>SC

 ly

 Today when my petition was rejected
 I asked the Sahibf feeling much dejected
 'Where shall I go to now Sir? Kindly tell.'
 He growled at me and answered 'Go to Hell!>
 I left hima and my heart was really sinking;:
 But soon I started feeling better, thinking,
 'A European said so! In that case
 At any rate there must be such a place!'

 He makes a good deal of play with the theories of Darwin, still) let us
 remember, newcomers to tlle scientific scene in the days when Akbar

 wrote, and still disputed in Britain, let alone in India. Sometimes he
 uses them to point the contrast between the world of Islam, with its

 strong tradition of spiritual values, and that of the increasingly narrc)w
 materialism of the modern West. The Muslim- mystics sought to draw
 ever closer to God until the individual soul merged with God and no
 longer had any separate existence. Mansur al-Hallaja the mystic hero of
 Persian and Urdu classical poetry, attained to this ideala and expressed
 it in the ecstatic cry of 'I am God !' Very different, says Akbara are the
 thoughts that inspire the Western scientist to ecstasy.92

 ,>l-aL}@til, O'tRC

 Mansur in ecstasy cried 'I am God!
 Darwin's ecstatic cry is sI'm an ape!'

 There is a hint of the same argument in another verse in which he
 ridicules the blind, quite mindless imitation of everything British which

 91 II, 69, 7-IQ. 92 III I 2 I 2, 2-
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 34 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 characterizes the ultra-modern. In it he makes one of them who is of

 course a believer in Darwin's theory-tell his British superior:g3

 S o a # gB * w ' S 4

 Fate favoured you, kind sir: you grew from monkeyhood to manhood.
 See our ill-luck: once men, we grow more monkey-like each day.

 A sort of evolution in reverse.

 A community of people that has forsaken all values of its own and lives
 in unthinking imitation of the ways of others, isn't really alive. And if

 the East is subject to the power of the West, then in a way that is

 fitting, for it simply exemplifies the law that the disposal of the dead is in
 the hands of the living.g4

 o>4;vE0vA> :/Jo#a?

 He takes an ultra-modern argument and uses it as a means of hitting
 them hard with this concept:95

 fiLj3,Syv{+op,,2vf$;{oV <F M1v2); 4S; PjogsEMMi

 You say 'There's nothing after death?' What nonsense!
 Just look at us. We're dead, and we're still here.

 Some verses poke fun at those among the moderns who go a little too

 fast even for their fellow moderns. A short poem relates how a young

 man, recently gradluated, approaches a young woman, also recently

 graduated, confident that their modernity and their higher education

 dispenses with the need to observe old-fashioned conventions. He says
 to her:g6

 >S ,+. ,g^MBU

 $L}2"9v'Sst.SM

 Both you and I have passed our graduation
 Lie down, let's have a learned conversation.

 But, to his disappointment she doesn't see things quite that way. But

 never mind. At any rate within the marriage relationship refinement,

 93 II, 35, I5v 94 III, 539.
 95 II, go, IO. 96 III, I2IO, Iv
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  35

 both of husbands and wives, is gaining ground rapidly. Akbar knows of

 a couple who have become as refined as anyone could wish:97

 oJeajavUSbJ>gH.

 Sl##PI lV,,2%@iyt

 Praise be ! Both wife and husband are refined.

 She feels no shame: he feels no indignation.

 The quite fatuous importance which these gentlemen attach to things

 just because they're European, British or British-approved, is a target

 of constant mockery 98

 ZA*j. 63.=rol @^vS3; - +o

 The things that signify are those that come to us from Europe

 The words that signify, those printed in the Pioneer.

 -The Pioneer being a famous English-language paper published from

 Akbar's city of Allahabad, and taking a line which can fairly be des-

 cribed as more viceregal than the Viceroy. Akbar's own opinion of the

 Pioneer was not a very high one. He once remarked that Allahabad

 produced only two really good things and the Pioneer was not one of

 them. The two were Akbar i.e. himself-and amrud guavas :99

 ,,,4. f5B^aP,sl Yv<.dulz,l,j1

 and while one might now wish to extend the list, these two items should

 indeed appear orl it. Akbar regarded the Pioneer as a British propaganda

 sheet, concerned, like all propaganda sheets, to print not what the

 propagandist beliesres, but what he wants his readers to believe. Akbar

 writes of it sarcastically 100

 dverzMmXt+22<gS

 4_L"'D;,"a:

 Letters from home have told us that his funeral rites are over:
 The Pioneer reports his state as 'satisfactory'.

 97 III, ?8, 2. 98 II, 62, 7.
 99 II, 66, 5. 100 I, 243, 3.
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 36 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLA1W

 The ultra-modern, however, model their whole life style on abhorrence
 of what is Indian and worship of what is Western, and Akbar doesn't
 spare them from his sarcasm. Even the old conventional Muslim shaikh,
 he says, is affected by this worship of the West, so much so that he
 modifies the Islamic prohibition on wine:10l

 '+1 Ste

 Even the shaikh lias fallen to their spell:

 All he prohibits now is Indian winev

 How much more impressionable then are the true products of the New
 Light l02

 (KS/kl SLo

 2_J

 What do they want with parentsn or with maulvisa or with God?
 They owe their birth to doctors and their schooling to the state.

 So great is their refinement now, they've bid their parents' home goodbye
 They spend their lives in restaurants and go to hospital to die.l03

 And, even more coldly 104

 y¢,@l;flXu1JR X,">X>X¢z%ab

 They changed their fashions, left their homes) and got into the papers.
 iBut after all it doesnt last. Death ended all their capers.

 'Got into the papers'-It always annoys Akbar no end that these
 people will sacrifice the last ounce of self-respect for a little publicity.
 The absurd pride which they feel at seeing their name in the press,
 receiving titles from the British government, or being nominated to a
 place in the British-controlled councils is ridiculed in hundreds of

 ol tII I}20, 2.

 103 I, 875, I.
 102 III, 733, 5

 104 II, 98, 5*
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  37

 verses. Sometimes the point is made in metaphor, as when the owl is

 taken (as it always is in colloquial Urdu) as the symbol of a stupid man :105

 Filwelia; LdS FJl*vX{w{$ly{2.SL"M

 Look at the owl! What airs and graces! What a way to talk!
 Because the British told him he's an honorary hawkt

 The crow too may aspire to similar distinction:l06

 6;y ,+14Sl/gi

 .a tSIM9J_(,a,< /;

 Perched in their park the crow makes loyal speeches
 One day they'll make him honorary nightingale.

 Sometimes the emphasis is slightly diSerent-that of a man who goes

 into the councils not so much for the fame as for the material advantages

 he hopes for 107

 I'm actually a nightingale, but since I want to eat
 I pretend to be a parrot and accept a council seat

 -where the metaphor of the parrot again stresses that in Akbar's

 view the members of the council do nothing more than mouth the

 words -their British masters expect them to repeat. If you want to go in

 for such anticsn he says, perform them at home, where at any rate the

 public can't see you. And refresh yourself with water from Banaras

 and guavas from Allahabad. You'll at any rate be performing in an

 Indian context and consuming Indian products-and all that will

 contribute more to Indian welfare than capering about in the councils.l°s

 .t@<YA .ai:aX

 /-J>6 3,< g 4t)124963.,

 £9 dSs, "J;> > i.t
 0s IV, 53) 9. 106 II, I O, 3.
 107 I, IO62, 44 108 IIIn II29*
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 38 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 In general, Akbar has a pretty cordial dislike for all public performers

 on the political stage, whether they act in parts assigned to them by the

 British or in the self-assigned role of national leaders fearlessly represent-

 ing their nation's or their community's interests. There are so many of

 them, says Akbar, that they are like an army of generals, proud of their

 high rank, but apparently without any followers:l09

 +d$lwv1S"Jw "a0X9a,v1v<,>gW

 And that is not surprising, for only the gullible take seriously their

 ostensible concern for ordinary people:ll°

 Vw4XSJS,QoosR

 C$SS@<@102, X
 He made his speech with copious tears and that is known as 'policy'
 I thought he was my well-wisher and that is called 'stupidity'.

 They sit in their great housesn burning with anguished love for their

 people :1ll

 "" ,Aky
 More remarkable still:ll2

 2 az,9 X. X ;Sz e Z> M" 0z,

 In mourning for their nation's plight they dine with the authorities.
 Our leaders suffer deeply for us, but they suffer at their ease.

 Not that they forget their supporters:ll3

 dg,,'RAt1C128avffi

 h* S2) .wt SS

 I must not be ungrateful: see the trouble that he takes-
 After each meal he eats he sends a photo of the cakes.

 109 III, gg6, 3

 112 III, I 349.

 o II, 55, last line.

 3II,70,I5

 111 III, I335
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 And some even make the supreme sacrifice:1l4

 XSJbJ,;>yI2S$qy 4 J>,7= .y>$71A20Jf

 He ate so much, his spirit left his body.
 Such sacrifice! He gave his life for us !

 If you can't be a political leader, be a journalist and edit a newspaper.

 Leader is to editor as thief is to pickpocket:1l5

 J#bJpy,<SAsI2;SHI sagN}yggUiLJX

 Numbers of both have grown rapidly:ll6

 S;v <AJvoJ / JSc Jb l, +dA g l r j (;

 The country swarms with editors and leaders
 Who can't find any other games to play.

 And the one is about as effective as the other. He laughs at the idea

 that you can effectively oppose a power that rules in the last resort by
 force of arms with what in your gullibility you are pleased to call the
 power of the press, and mocks at those who:1l7

 ivi .a,i+j; tjC
 Faced with a gun, bring out a newspaper.

 or who demonstrate the bankruptcy of their much-vaunted 'national
 advancement' by arguing that if they can't deploy a regiment they can
 at any rate bring out a riesa-la.1l8

 LvauXjeAS g>1v)2SS2S2

 This is again a play upon words: risala means a detachment of cavalry;
 but it also means 'a periodical'. But anyway, in their own eyes all is
 going well :1l9

 2glC<00292//+

 AS,2S K, l(goS;X ;2ag j'

 114 III, 963, 2. llS IV, I8, I. 116 II, 89, I9.
 117 III, I430 118 I, 765. 119 II, 37, 20
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 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM 4o

 They speak, they dine, their names get printed in the Pioneer.
 Day follows day: our friends draw nearer to their heart's desire.

 He often stresses the distance they keep from ordinary people. In the

 later days of more militant agitations than were common in the nine-

 teenth century, when it was quite common and quite fashionable,

 says Akbar-for leaders to go to jail, he writes of them:120

 Mn A J C>!J¢J tMC fiJUgS

 tk2l@"J>,l2>,ld? og

 Mixing with us clerks ? Oh, no! The greater pleasures must prevail
 lhey must go on deputations, or to meetings, or to jail

 And since it is these people who now lead the nation, the prospects as

 the end of the nineteenth century approaches are, Akbar reflects, none

 too bright 12l

 .S2iIV.QS8Gi6J sAg oSwI2^Jv;L)AgL>4

 ,yI@,,*o$§gv+JU' ^;"A2"{ojfiHj

 Religious truths? They make a joke of them.
 Sound sense? Oh no! That is not policy.
 The nation still has some sense in its head.
 That too may not outlast this century.

 In fact the new century was to bring a new mood to the Muslims, lead-

 ing them to ways of thinking more in line with his own. But let us take

 stock of Akbar's positive beliefs. We have seen what he was against:

 let us look more directly for a while at what he was for.

 What Akbar is for

 One doesn't expect of a satirist that he should pay as much attention

 to what men ought to do as to what they are doing and ought not to

 be doing, arld some critics, who perhaps bear too close a resemblance

 to the targets of Akbar's wrath to feel comfortable with him, have

 belittled him for his so-called 'negative' approach. 'If Sir Sayyid had

 never existed', wrote one of them, 'Akbar would never have been a

 poet.'122 But negative criticism always implies positive comment.

 120 IV, 32, 9. 121 I, 578

 122 The exact words (translated from Urdu) are 'If Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and
 Avadh Punch had not existed, Sayyid Akbar Husain Sahib too would not have been a
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 It surely doesn't take much wit to see that, for example, an attack on
 hypocrisy implies a plea for sincerity. And secondly, while Akbar, like
 every satirist, concentrates on attacking the vices and abuses that he
 sees in the society around him, he does in fact directly adarocate positive
 attitudes and positive courses of action as well.

 Professor Aziz Ahmad, of the University of Toronto, says of him123

 that he is ;fiercely anti-Western, antipathetic to all modernisation'.
 But that is simply not true. It is true that some of Akbar's phrasing
 could at first sight give that impression; and equally true that like men
 in all countries and all ages who are dissatisfied with the present, he

 somtetimes paints too rosy a picture of the past-mistaking for a
 memory what is in fact an aspiration.l24 Take for instance the line:125

 C4s ,$

 +W
 You cannot acquire it from books, nor yet from residence in College. You
 learn din-religion) a faith by which to live- from the vision of your elders.

 That is only apparently a trite, conventional, conservative statement.

 If you look at the essence of it, Akbar is saying that you can go through
 university and read as many books as you like, but it is not so much
 the content of your academic course as the qualities of those who teach
 it that help you to learn how to live. Or as he put it in another verse 126

 CA'1S') .MS

 Courses only teach yQU words:
 ItSs men that make you men.

 poet. ' Avadh Punch was the humorous periodical in which Akbar published much of his
 verse. Sayyid Akbar klusain was Akbar's full name. The words are those of
 Munaxnmad Yahya Tanha, as quoted by Shaikh Muhammad Ikram in Mauj i
 Kausar, sth edition, I963, Ferozsons Ltd., Lahore, etc. p. 2I3. We cannot find the
 passage in Tanha's Siyar ul Musannifzn, and in his Mirat ush Shusaraf Vol. II, Shaikh
 Mubarak 'Ali, Lahore, n.d. [I950], pp. 60-x, his statement is a much more qualified
 one. Perhaps this was an earlier, and more rash, version of the judgment expressed
 there. The words quoted by Ikram are in any case a fair summary of the fairly
 widely held view of Akbar's 'negativeness'.

 123 Aziz Ahmad, An Intellectual History of Islam in Indiav Edinburgh University
 Pressa I969, p. I05. His earlier assessment, in his Islamic Modernism in India and
 Pakistan, I 857-I964 Oxford University Press, I g67 pp. I O I -2 iS raier leF sweeping.

 124 Cf. H. W. C. I)avisn Medieval Europe, Williams & ilKorgate, Londona n.d. p. 23.
 125 T, 23, I 126 III, 462.
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 In another verse he says:127

 stl,,29d,g,?

 Awlylj'tgy,LfoURE

 Akbar, in your verse repeat this theme again and again: Muslim, take up

 your rosary; Brahman, wear your sacred thread.

 You could not want a more seemingly conventional, a more seem-

 ingly traditional and conservative verse. But whether it is so depends

 entirely upon what, for Akbar, the rosary and the sacred thread symbol-

 ize. And there are many verses that make it clear that what they

 symbolize is not an indiscriminate, unthinking adherence to ancient

 tradltion, but a loyalty to all that is best in it, all that is valuable, and

 indeed essential, to the conduct of a moral and meaningful life. And it is

 this kind of loyalty that he means when he writes:128

 o'BUA+g v w S SaA <

 Akbar does not deny the need for moving with the times

 But understand that loyalty has its importance too.

 The verse implies a discriminating view of traditional values, changing

 those that need to be changed, and maintaining those which need to be

 maintained. One has to look at his verse to see which things fall into

 which of these two categories. And it is relevant to remember here

 that Akbar, like most Urdu poets, began as a writer of the Ehazal-

 the traditional lyric form in which classical Urdu verse rises to the

 height of its achievement. (It has a tradition going right back to the

 fourteenth century and beyond in Persian verse, a tradition which

 Akbar and most cultured Indian Muslims of his day knew and valued.)

 And the ghazal tradition itself is one of rejection of the externals of

 piety and stress upon the true spirit of religion. There is abundant

 evidence that Akbar's thought continues this tradition. Thus he writes

 in one of his verses and there are more like it 129

 atS2CosleSMMoX

 f S@>l4S;
 Away with pandits and with maulvis too.
 I do not want religion, I want faith.

 128 I, go, 3

 127 I, I52, 2.
 129 II, 48, 20.
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 And, in more sarcastic tone he notes that anyway the new modernity is

 not incompatible with an empty observance of religious forms. He

 depicts the satisfaction of the aspiring modern who makes this dis-

 coVery 130

 i,2dy OJ"J=2 A*wS

 LrS>S+*"M;,<u

 One can accommodate without much trouble to these modern ways.
 Religions still remain-all that one loses is oneXs faith.

 The outward sign of being a Muslim is circumcision, but Akbar

 ridicules the idea that circumcision itself entitles you to call yourself a

 Muslim. He writes ironically 131

 44bMSSe,RD ,X0Sw)>+g1#Xv
 It seems that circumcision is the essence of religion:
 Men claim that they are Muslims who have never said their prayers.

 Another ghazal tradition which he upholds and this is again one which

 runs counter to conservatirre orthodoxy whether irl religion or society

 or politics is that of what I may call religious humanism. The ghazal

 poets always judge a man not by his religious professions not by what

 he calls himself but by what his conduct of life shows him to be.

 All men who love their God, no matter what the name they call Him

 by, and all men who love their fellow-men, regardless of creed and race

 and custom, are brothers to one another, and the pious Hindu wh

 comes in this category is so to speak a better Muslim than the orthodox

 Muslim who hates the Hindu because he is an idolator. Akbars verse

 abounds in expressions of this outlook:l32

 ,>4$;v

 aflSg,
 Why should men Sght, whose aim it is to worship God ?
 What matter if they worship him in diffierent forms ?

 30 II, 47, I4

 131 IV, 3, 6. And compare II, 54, I6.
 132 II, 79, I6.
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 W}fl"2gUgR2w.S

 r!2rl>CS>f$
 fIis radiance fills the Kaba, He lies hidden in the temple.
 It is to Him we cry, whether as Allah or as Ram.l33

 Ram being one of the many Hindu names for God. As in religion, so in

 politics. Akbar combats vigorously the kind of religious intolerance

 which holds up political advance:l34

 i)e4>>22,,)M;26);;,g6v.2)t-i wa5;N23,>

 If their religion hinders us in working for our- country's good
 Shut up the shaikhs and Brahmans in their temples and their mosques.

 As a Muslim, it is, quite properly, the Muslim advocates of hostility to

 other religious communities that he most often attacks. The couplet

 which was quoted earlier:

 But not for me the shaikh ji's policy

 Whose final word is 'What the Sahib comtnands'.

 is the second of a short poem of only two couplets: and the first says

 'Why should we quarrel with the Hindus. We share the same produce

 of the same land; and we too (i.e. we Muslims) pray for their

 prosperity.'l35 To those Muslims (and there are still in I97I all too many

 of them) who think that because their ancestors conquered India they

 are superior to the Hindus, he points out that whatever role their

 ancestors played, they aren't playing that role today:l36

 -UgeX; dsSil<wi=!

 9v;99s/a"JIz>Hf
 Ala ud Din may be your ancestor.
 What cf it? You no longer live in Ghor

 and there is no reason for you to hold aloof from your Hindu fellow-

 countrymen.

 He has too much sense to think that Hindus and Muslims will never

 clash, but he says that such clashes need not shatter their essential

 133 II, 85, I5e 134 II, 79, 4 135 II, 59, 7-8
 136 I, 893, 3.
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 unity. Both have to bear the blows of those who wield the rod of worldly

 power, but they should respond by being like water, on which the blows

 of a rod have only a momentary effiect:l37

 JgJ+Jd,Ie ;g"";J442"J

 (J t$.b*2;9/64

 I say the same to Hindus and to Muslims:
 Be good) each as your faith would have you be.
 The world's a rod? Thenyou become as water.
 Clash like the waves, but still remain one sea.

 He has the sense, too, to realize that in all probability the Hindu

 majority of India's population is likely to use its preponderance to

 claim more than its share; but even then, he says, good sense demands

 that the Muslims stand with them, and not in opposition to them, and so

 prevent the possibility of a situation arising in which the British and the

 Hindus join hands against them.l38 Of course there are inconsistencies.

 In the disputes between Hindi and Urdu, for instance, he suffers from

 the common Muslim illusion that Urdu is the common language spoken

 by Muslims and Hindus alike, and that Hindi is a pernicious invention

 designed to disrupt Hindu-Muslim unity. But even here he does his

 best. The quarrel between the two tongues, he says (he has a marked

 fondness for erotic imagery), is like the intertwining of the tongues

 of two lolrers locked in a passionate kiss.l39 The language question, and

 the delicate question of the sacredness of the cow, he says, are the two

 main things that come in the way of Hindu-Muslim harmony, remark-

 ing ruefully that this gao zaban recipe is a troublesome one.l40 This

 is another pun. C;ao means cosv, and zaban means 'tongue' or 'language',

 and gao zaban also means 'cow's tongue' a dish regarded as a delicacy

 by Muslims. On the language dispute he hasn't much to offer beyond

 an appeal to the Hindus to abandon their hostility to Urdu. On the cow

 he goes further, especially in verses written in the last period of his life

 when strong cordial feeling between the two communities reached a

 peak in their parallel, and allied, movements against their British

 rulers. Akbar expresses sympathy with Muslims who, inspired by this

 i37 I, 5I6@
 138 I, I I55,

 139 E.g. I, I I49, 2; and I I59.
 140 , I I I I .
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 regard for Hindu susceptibilities, voluntarily abstain from beef.

 He gives an ingenious argument in support:14l

 +gw,">XoPuJvZ +C;C>;6§M$
 If he supports the cow, he shows perception:

 He knows it is a cow sustains the world.

 - a reference to traditional Muslim cosmography) according to which

 the foundations of the earth rest upon the horns of a cow.142

 Another metaphor makes the point that Hindus can hope to win

 Muslim good will, but not British good will, and that they should

 therefore make common cause with the Muslims against the British.143

 wdS 2y'?H#/XP )g.? $ S {iK?

 Su;i>gtgJS'd° bJAVJv};XgL}

 There are some Muslims who abstain from beef

 Treating your tender scruples as their own.

 Itss British Tommy who will not hold back,

 For how can John Bull leave the cows alone ?

 If Akbar's humanism finds expression in the traditional ghazal doctrine

 of mutual love between the sincere Muslim and the sincere Hindu, it

 finds expression also in another traditional ghazal theme the theme of

 syrnpathy for the poor and hostility to the rich and powerful. It is

 worth remarking that unlike Sir Sayyid and his main lieutenants,

 Akbar was not an aristocrat, but the son of a respectable, but none too

 affluent, Muslim family from a country town,l44 and his sense of kinship

 with the ordinary man never left him. We have seen how he scourges

 the pillars of the New Light for being, as one of his verses puts it,l45

 'stiS with pride in the presence of their Indian brothers, but cringing

 like a coolie before the foreigner'. The poor make up the great majority

 of our people, he says and yet the pillars of the New Light don't want

 41 IV, 52, I6.
 142 Indian Muslim tradition was that the earth rests on the horns of a cow. Gf.

 (e.g.) Mir Anis, mar.siya beginning jab qat'a ka musafat i shab aftab ne, stanza I67 in
 Mas'ud Hasan Rizvi's text in Ru.h i Anas, second edition, Kitab ilVagar, Lucknow,
 I956, p. 253, and footnote 3.
 143 III, I42 I .

 144 Qamar ud Din Ahmad, Bazm-i-Akbar. Anjuman-i-Taraqqi-i-Urdu, Delhi,
 second edition, I944, pp. I5-I7.

 145 Ig 948, I
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 SATIRICAL VERSE OF AKBAR ILAHABADI  47

 to have anything to do with them. Their complacent aping of the West

 means nothing to the poor; while for them it is the be-all and end-all of

 their existence.146

 XjEdlW2"3z 4,1o

 A5,<olS1g;@,'  i#,-KDIXi+,,

 They should not exaggerate the importance of their advancement to the

 advancement of their community :147

 LS,,@M@;;fUZ

 If fifty to a hundred of them get good posts, what of it ?
 No nation yet was ever based on fifty to a hundred.

 You too are 'natives', he tells them, just like us:148

 ;fga<2vI/;g7g%'

 Natives you are, and natives you will die.
 Remember that, and don't think you are God.

 And he uses a modern metaphor to remind them of one of the basic

 teachings of their religion. Gentlemen, he says, don't despise those

 who travel third class. It's the same engine that's hauling all of us to

 our destination. Your first and second class last only to the terminus

 of the grave. After that a man's class will be determined by the kind of

 life he has led.149

 Q9>8J# 2'SH,fAM.WIviM}

 In much the same spirit he hits at the British too. In India, Afghanistan

 is known as the country from which pomegranates come. When Lord

 146 II, 6I, 5-6.

 147 II, 87, I6.

 148 I, I I35, 2

 149 III, I I90.
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 Minto invited the Emir of Afghanistan to visit India Akbar com-

 mented :150

 Ld,<z; >SAdd£Jd %ss2JZaMA; Pl{s

 Ay,JU"dP"ggfj" I Syz2g%,t.lf

 Akbar will always speak the truth boldly and fiearlessly

 And never hesitate to say what he thinks just and fair.

 Afghanistan's Emir has come. That gives Lord Minto pleasure.

 Had it been pomegranates we could att have had a share.

 And in more serious tone he says that no man knows what is his role in

 God's creation, but that heavenly reward lies concealed in the hunger

 and thirst of the poor 151

 Q£Z2"S,"gi,S,sjdl/d 29 ga}/ZA2+G#y'.

 that is, if you help those among you who hunger and thirst you will

 have your reward in heaven.

 Akbar then is concerned with everyone, not just with the rich and

 influential elites of his community. And he hopes for those changes in

 the thought and spirit of all of them which can alone give them a strong

 united will 152 and make them once more capable of becoming the

 masters of their own destiny. What his people need above all are firm

 principles,l53 without which one simply moves with the world and lacks

 all capacity for changing it. He asks the leaders of the New Llght:ls4

 2;@J<l;3,uiouvvs LLl;4_1),*3,2f;l'

 Why feel so proud because the times have changed you

 True men are those whose effiorts change the times

 and until they have the firm faith, and the sources of spiritual strength

 that enables them to do this, he says,l55

 >";X2b*zdy§,gov>,.;

 Doomsday will come before they are fit to rule.

 150 III, I455 lSl III, 364, 2 152 II, 26, I4, and I, 534, I.
 153 II, 26, I7-I8. 154 I, I24, 2. lsf II, 26, I8.
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 This faith they need can only be a religious faith, and that, too, of the

 kind which he and his predecessors in the ghazal tradition uphold-a

 faith which condemns formalism and bigotry, stresses the spiritual

 content of religion, and inculcates the love of all men as fundamental

 to the truly religious life. As often, he appeals to the experience of the

 West to support his argument. The British, whom you so admire, he

 tells the moderns, still have their Christian faith, while you, with your

 merely superficial Westernism, harre lost yours:l56

 F4waJg

 4Xi J2l 1l

 Taught the same lessons, he, the Christian, kept his faith
 While you have lost yours, and succumbed to Satan's spell.
 His the intoxicat;ion-yours the sottishness-
 From wine from the same bottle, in the same hotel.

 But his argument-just as well, perhaps-doesn't rest upon the appeal

 to English experience.

 Clear principles and a unifying faith will teach the Muslims dis-

 crimination, a quality in which the champions of the Old Light and

 the champions of the New are both lacking, the first championing the

 old just because it is old, and the second championing the new just

 because it is new. He tells them both, in a verse about which you have to

 think a little before you see its pcyint:l57

 zJilo;2voovH div;8

 Akbar) I do not understand this argument of old and new
 For every atom that exists existed from oternity.

 By which he means oldness and newness is no argument; what one has

 to decide is not between old and new but between good and bad. He

 feels himself very much caught between the anger of those who hate

 156 T, 844
 157 T 2Xe
 t a J .
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 everything old and the equal anger of those who hate everything new,

 and expresses his predicament in a humorous verse:l58

 oJ>2,#t

 ANo,¢aW

 /g,Jol ., ulb
 I wear a loincloth-and am looked at with suspicion and contempt.
 I put on trousers-and arouse men's anger and hostility.
 Perhaps I'd better drop them both and go around with nothing on.
 Then maybe men will feel my charm and I shall feel their sympathy.

 Many other verses make the same sort of point more seriously, attacking

 undiscriminating attitudes on both sides. He tells the indiscriminate

 advocates of refiorm:l59

 w¢P1 l"a; ,vedw MvS S3RMCP#@X"/;Q*ak

 Waves of reform are raging on all sides
 But where are we ? Sinking or surfacing?

 Or, in another metaphor, he says that they are like men watching an

 operation, who are so fascinated by the movements of the lancet that

 they do not notice that the patient is dying:l60

 +sI22f flEz}gg9*

 F}Ja/r2/Kavf<K28<y
 We have already seen something of how he discriminates, how he

 decides what to accept and what to reject in the teachings of the

 modern school. Akbar criticizes the New Light not only because it

 rejects too much of the past but also because it contents itself with too

 little of the new. Some of his most savage verse is directed against those

 complacent 'brown Englishmen' who think that because they despise

 their own people, learn English, wear English dress, leave the 'native'

 city and live in a bungalow with the Sahibs in their cantonment, they

 are virtually English. Really ? Akbar asks them sarcastically. Does

 lsg II, 96, 5.

 l58 I, I059.  160 II, 37, IO.
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 English blood run in your veins Pl6l Do you think any Englishman can

 be your uncle?l62 Is the world as impressed withyou as it is with the

 English?l63 If half your faults come from the senseless, wholesale

 rejection of everything in your own traditiorls and the equally senseless,

 wholesale enthusiasm for everything Western, the other half are due to

 the fact that you do not even begin to understand what are the things

 that have made the British a great and powerful nation, let alone

 acquiring those things yourself. A real grasp of modern science and

 modern skills, and a drive to develop trade and industrthese are the

 things that made the British great, and these are the things in which

 you must follow their example if you really want to become a modern

 people. And don't deceive yourselves: this isn't what the British want

 for you. You'll have to do it yourselves, and against British opposition.

 In much of his verse he uses the metaphor of the railway locomotive.

 The engine rushes past, puffing out clouds of smoke that darken the air

 -its speed and power symbolic of Europe's advance, and the smoke

 symbolic of the darkness of ignorance in which it wants to keep Asia

 sleeping.l64 Or in another view of the same scene,l65 the engine comes

 and passes us with a rush, and we hear some vague words from them

 about 'water and fire' and 'steam'. And for this they expect us to sing
 -

 the praises of Europe's generosity to us ! Akbar concludes :-

 No: let them teach us everything they know.
 Then we will give thanks for their kindness to us.

 be3leltl,2 ,@;Se l

 1av JlAS29wla7v

 t5/U. sP2Z9Gsv,
 But they won't do that, he says. We are far from the shore, and the

 storms rage and the waves rise high and our ship is breaking up, but the

 English won't give us their steamships.l66 If you want to acquire modern

 knowledge adequately it will have to be by your own eXorts. Make

 that effiort, and donyt think that because youve got the money to

 buy cars to drive around in, that makes you a modern man. You'll

 have to exert yourself, face diiculties, go to other countries for the

 knowledge which the British deny you, and persist against all the

 pressures they can bring to bear to stop you. (And here, he says, it

 161 I, 576 162 I, 20I, 2. 163 II, 92, I3

 164 I, I I43. 165 I, 54, I2-I4 II, 52 3 4*
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 would do no harm to learn something from the Hindus about the

 effectiveness of agitation.) 167

 DJ,J£JiSHi?"L@+Z

 a;Ly l S$ #S gJJ

 F1iJ+S¢ggaui

 4bJZdR9N?

 ,oUva

 a * a * a a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 This will lay the basis for your developing trade and industry. It is

 trade that makes the European nations so strong.l68 The trader (tajEr)

 is king these days, for does he not wear the crown (taj) on his head?

 (i.e. does not the word taj stand at the head (beginning) of the word

 tajEr?) .169

 ++g<"J9,,JGJ

 4_DlySZ2ryg

 olS9oJ2+

 t<y lLIgvi7:;

 When we turn our backs on trade and prefer government service we

 contribute to our own decline.l70 And industry will make our country

 prosperous. 'Ply the mattocks of industry to clear the jungles of

 poverty.'l7l Not that you will be able to achieve all this before you are

 free,l72 for slavery saps the slave's morale,l73 but this is the path you

 must take.

 And what, meanwhile, should be your attitude to the current realities

 of your situation? First to recognize realities, and not give yourselves

 illusions about them. For example, realize that the British hold all real

 power in their hands, and that you are nothing in comparison with them,

 for all your pathetic pride in your membership of committees and

 councils. He describes the situation of such a member puzzled because

 the British don't treat him with proper respect.l74

 a,XS oesLd"Ry"s

 adS-Q"yi jX'#3LavXS

 I asked him, 'Sir, why don't you show me honour?'
 He answered me, 'Why don't you show your power?'

 167 II, 87, 7-9. 168 I, 644, 2. Cf. II, 63, 9. 169 I, 644, 3.
 170 II, 3 I, 2. 171 I, 687, 60. 172 II, 26, I 5*

 173 III, 8 I 9.
 174 IV, 47, 2 I s
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 It's strength that alone commands respectn Akbar says:175

 * A1 -Haid.,,iL£;

 If you lack strength, what is the good of speeches ?
 God give us a strong arm, not just a tongue.

 Secondly) maintain your dignity and self-respect. Rather than ride a
 mount whose reins are in the hands of another, it's better to walk.176

 Be yourself, and behave in the way your position demands:177

 SAb;FdovX42

 tpHevXus
 I am their subject; why should I give myself lordly airs ?
 I do not need to envy them the way that they behave.

 Well, but a man must live, they argue. Of course he must, Akbar replies,

 but do only what the need to earn a living compels you to do, and don't

 get involved in anything beyond that.178

 +s,,,2,wf; ,Z2i s,9. w t ,ev,,)
 Am I not to aspire to worldly success then, he is asked? There's not

 necessarily any harm in that, says Akbar, but your attitude to the world

 should be like the Englishman's attitude to the Indian-the 'native'.

 Some relationship is necessary, but the less you have to do with him

 the better.17s

 # * , X

 tia A>ME-Al)'

 Conclusion

 Beyond this we must admit that he hasnt much positive advice to offer.

 But then he's a poet, not a politician; he defines general attitudes;

 he doesn't prescribe detailed courses of political action. This is partly

 because he is himself uncertain. He feels keenly the overwhelming
 175 III, 540, I 176 I, 8I3. And cf. Ia IR05, 4. 177 I 875, 2.
 178 II, I08, I7 179 IIIg I068.
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 preponderance ol: British power, and he knows that power is decisive

 in. human affairs in all parts of the world, not just in India. In oneverse

 he applauds the blunt way in which the German Kaiser stated this

 truth when he told the Popels°

 I too preach sermons from the cannon's mouth.

 He feels too not only the ineffectiveness, but the cheapness and lack

 of dignity in the policies that. find favour with the Muslims. On the

 other hand the more militant behaviour of the Hindu politicians, while

 it occasionally appeals to him (as we saw a moment ago), generally

 frigh.tens him, because it provokes an equally militant, and much more

 powerful reaction from the British.1sl He sometimes feels tempted to

 turn his back on public affairs, .retire into his own shell, and auvise

 others to do the same. In one of his poems182 he incorporates a famous

 verse of the fourteenth-century Persian poet Hafiz

 xr,?WSi""g h

 The secrets of their states are known to kings alone
 Sit in your corner, Hafiz. Why bestir yourself?

 And in verse of his own he puts the alternatives like this:183

 L ,@'v}f9Q2 v S1 l

 L)l S,} ,ZS,!l

 gA;yS g$Sy,,}} w Rlml

 s}JfLJtg{

 Go in for imi.tat.ion and take milk and sugar and tea
 Or take to agitation and get sent to Mandalay
 Or earn your bread and be content, and live as God commands.
 Row your own boat; take up the oars; propel it on its way.

 It was only perhaps in the last ten to fifteen years of his life that his

 attitudes began to change very markedly, and that, although never

 180 I, 975 181 I, 739.
 182 , bI7, 3. 183 I, 7go.
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 entirely free of misgivings, he began to look with sympathy on mass

 political activiticsn and indeed to cherish hopes of worthwhile results

 from them. This change came about under the impact of events outside

 India which changed the whole mood of Indian Muslims. From about

 I9IO there began a period of rapid expansion of European powers-

 not only, or even mainly, British, bllt French, Italian and Russian-

 against the Muslim countries of the Middle East, and Indian Muslims

 reacted with a growing anger and indignation which turned them more

 and more against their British rulers. Akbar's verses reflect their help-

 less rage. In one he writes (doing the same violence to the standard Urdu

 pronunciation of 'Turks' as I do in my translation to the standard

 English pronunciation of 'clerk') :184

 d^,,,ldko8eJv /gw&

 Our belly keeps us working with the clerks
 Our heart is with the Persians and the Turks

 'our belly' meaning 'our need to earn a living'.

 And he writes: 'We have no license to bear arms, no power to go and

 fight against Turkey's enemies. But we curse them from the bottom of

 our hearts, and pray that the worms may eat Italy's guns.'185

 J}i; dJes

 .a.a.- Arg>/
 S; <4 s ag v

 w2X*g2

 Ideas which Alibar had pioneered now became mqre and more widely

 held. Mass feeling rose steadily from about I9IO t-o the early I9ROS,

 culminating in the later years of the period in the Khilafat Movement,

 and, in formal alliance with it, the first big non-cooperation movement

 of the Indian National Congress under Gandhi's leadership the two

 allied movetnents forming together perhaps the first and the last modern

 mass movement to embrace Hindus and Muslims alike. Akbar res-

 ponded with admiration, and even enthusiasm, both for the movement

 and for its leaders.

 184 III, I420v 185 II, 57, I4-I5
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 He says proudly:ls6

 t@1 ">etW; EBRopS

 We are a mouthftll they can never digest!

 He knew quite well what forces had brought these united movements

 into being. (The 'Maulana' of the verse in which he states his judgment is

 almost certainly Maulana Muhammad 'All.) He writes :187

 $> s ;D,}gu l l e LS zaMiS;He$ ray;

 Maulana has not blundered, nor has Gandhi hatched conspiracies;

 What blows them on the same course is the gale of Western policies.

 Gandhi gets high praise as the man who can keep the lamp of the East

 burning even in the Western blast.l88 His very name is auspicious, for,

 says Akbar, from its letters you can form the words an meaning food,

 gae meaning cow, daha, meaning yoghurt and gha meaning clarified

 butter.l89 And he is changing the course of history:l90

 ;Lkl'gALwloY;pl; +v0U'sa,'S;l{kj

 Times change; new movements, a new world succeeds the old.
 The tale of kings is ended; Gandhi's tale is being told.

 But it does not last. Akbar reflects an increasing Muslim impatience

 and indeed contempt for what they see as Gandhi's lack of courage, his

 meekness in the face of British oppression and his readiness to abandon

 his allies to compromise with his, and their, enemies. He jeers at him

 and those who follow his lead:l9l

 Awo;,,l<7>;

 /S,,It'>z;,2

 Don't strike the Sahibs: don't run away from them.

 Keep shouting, taking thrashings, and petitioning

 86 IV, 64, I I 1 7 IV, 48, 4 188 IV, 9I, IO-I I

 189 IV, 48, 3 190 IV, 46, I 191 IV, 4°, 7
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 and, in a remarkably bitter verse:192

 toSU/;S MA MAL>J.SuX

 >' ;g'fi'dSSS'1 $wI;/,,tj=/

 The British can have Gandhi, and most welcome !
 What luck they have ! to find an enemy
 Who'll take a thorough beating without stirring
 And when they shout 'Away!' will slink away.

 And he reaches the conclusion in the endl93

 £2" HS ,£SAv. S 2"sS=^2glggL

 Let acclamations sound, and keep on spinning all you will
 But mark my words: When all is done, the Sahibs will be here still.

 The verse of Akbar's last period has been deliberately dealt with more

 briefly because taken as a whole it is of a piece with his earlier work,

 and simply expresses in new conditions the outlook which has already

 been described, wrapping, as always, the cloak of humour around the

 beauty of meaning to protect it from the cold, or, as he puts it in another

 verse, preferring to talk 'nonsense' that will attract people's attention

 and please them, rather than give sermons which are a trial to listen

 to 194

 d.J>lgH>bjXjSJl

 , * ,Sgg1U6 .v<Jv

 I hope I have said enough to show that he is not the wooden, un-

 imaginative, unthinking, obstinate conservative that some have made

 him out to be trying to hold back progress and even to put back the

 clock. There are indeed verses that can be interpreted in this way, and

 even a few I would not attempt to deny it which must be read in this

 way and cannot be interpreted in any other.l9s But these do not rep-

 92 IV, 42, 4-5

 193 IV, 5I, 7-8. Cf. also his despondent reflections on the shooting at Amritsar,
 IV, 78, 5-6 and 96, 8-I I.

 194 I, I66, I0.

 195 The most celebrated is I, I030, in which he complains of having to drink piped
 water and read printed type. Cf. also his complaint against electric light, IV, 65, I6.
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 58 RALPH RUSSELL AND KHURSHIDUL ISLAM

 resent the essential Akbar. Essentially he is a man intensely aware of

 change, and of the irresistibility of change.196 He knows the need for

 change and for adaptation to it but he is aware also that when great

 changes take place in the life of a people much that is good is swept

 away with much that is bad. He accepts all that is good in the new) is

 more or less indifferent to what is in itself neither bad nor good but

 merely neutral, and exerts what effort he can bring to bear to preserve

 and carry forward into the new conditions all that he values in the old

 as well. And all who feel that Islam and its culture have given the world

 something which it should not lose will respond to his appeal.

 196 Cf. (e.g.) II, 83, t5 and the complete poem (I3 couplets), I 247.
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